
Attendance:

James, Steve, John, Guillaume, Giuseppe, Christos

Minutes
-----------
Broker crashes on test FUSE instance. - understand what caused this.

EGEE'09 - Demos 

  - Gilles - Poster  
  - SAM  - Demo
  - ROC-IT - Some posters
  - Christos - Usage of MPI Nagios testing results demo
  - OSCT - Poster on security tests

Router info in GOCDB - Guillaume:  This doesn't seem to be high priority for GOCDB. - this 
in GOCDBv4

Regional dashboard:  Notification handlers now done.  Will publish from ROCs.
 - Will now prototype a notification handler that goes straight to GGUS. Wont be turned on.
 - Guillaume is also looking at connecting to GGUS for LHCOPN.  
  Security for ACTIVEMQ DISCUSSION

Security tests - need to allow security contacts to see all details data - others would only see 
the status

Milestones
---------------

SAM:
ATP:
- Porting of syncronizers to mysql (by Django ?) DONE
- Now have a mysql version of ATP.
- Working on adding serviceURI into the ATP - GOCDB v3 doesn't have this here.  This 
should not be needed for GOCDB v4.

MDDB:
 - Tables for profile have been created, but no data yet.

MyEGEE:
 - Promised that a demo will be done next week - perfect timing for the GDB !

Equivalence:
 - Still not quite there.  some sites where we don't get results via the MSG

Christos:
 - Security probes.. Was able to add only probes to separate package rather than another 
version of WN software
 - MPI tests.  requirements for JDL is different for SAM tests e.g. need at least 2 CPUs.  Will 
do this via a parameter to the existing CE probe.



Steve:
 - Features are there - some small typo problems.
 - Now is a good time for testing this.

Metrics Operations Portal
- They will present to the OAT in 2 weeks on this (and post slides to the list before that)

GOCDB
- Some milestones have been moved back and some things have been done earlier
- Steve will do packaging

Meetings
-------------
 - Training - 29-31st July

    Now looking at 1 day accelerated training + 2 days workshop - 1 on large scale 
deployment, one on large scale dev.  We'll provide some architecture examples for them.

Need to reduce to 8-9 people.  Lyon might need a slot.

AOB
------
Steve: ROC names consolidation in Gstat + GOCDB.  What is the impact?

ServiceURIs 
Gilles : We can get the same logic as NCG and use that to seed the initial GOCDB v4.


